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Web technologies are developing rapidly, multi-page sites are becoming obso-

lete, because the speed and performance of such sites is very low. This low speed is 

due to the user's perpetual "dialogue" with the server, as each user's action on the 

server is requested by a new page and the site is completely reloaded, even if the 

changes were minor. They have been replaced by fast, dynamic, interactive, difficult 

to design and develop one-page "sites", but due to the large amount of logic on both 

the client and server parts, they can be called full-fledged web applications. It was 

at this point that developers faced the question of increasing the speed and produc-

tivity of web applications, as users become more impatient and demanding, so in-
correctly chosen methods and tools for developing web applications can lead to a 

failed project that will go unnoticed by customers [1] 

The method of increasing the speed of the web application is considered. This 

technique involves the use of SPA technology. The peculiarity of this technology is 

one root page, which is downloaded from the server when you first download the 

web application, then the page interface is formed dynamically, downloading from 

the server only data in JSON format.  

Another feature of SPA technology, which significantly increases the speed of 

the web application, is the transfer of much of the code to the client, which signifi-

cantly increases the speed and productivity of the application and reduces the load 

on the server. The article also gradually explores the process of creating your own 
one-page application using the selected React framework as the Node.js user inter-

face and the Express.js framework for server development and MongoDB for the 

database. The algorithm of installation of the necessary software is provided and 

own fast one-page application is developed. The result of testing the speed of the 

created one-page web application: the average load time of the main page is 2.24 

seconds, which is much less than the optimal response of one-page web applications, 

which is 5 seconds and 0.25 seconds more than the minimum response time of the 

root page application.  

Thus, SPA technology significantly increases the speed and performance of the 

application. With the support of Google and Facebook, it will become even more 

popular [2].  
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